Oct 05, 2013 -- West Point Shootout

West Point Shootout
Oct 05, 2013 at West Point, N.Y. (Lichtenberg Tennis Center)

Singles competition

Army-BC Singles

Nelson, Philip (Boston College) def. Lampman, Sam (Army) 7-5, 4-6, 10-5
Raude, Jonathan (Boston College) def. Best, Caison (Army) 3-6, 6-2, 10-3
Riechmann, Grant (Army) def. Childree, Kyle (Boston College) 6-4, 6-1
McNulty, Aiden (Boston College) def. Barnes, Kyle (Army) 6-4, 6-4
McCasin, Austin (Army) def. McGinnis, Michael (Boston College) 6-3, 1-6, 10-8
Davies, Benjamin (Army) def. Workman, Hank (Boston College) 6-0, 6-3
Jang-Milsten, Sam (Army) def. Wagner, Matt (Boston College) 6-2, 1-6, 10-1
Thirouin, Alexandre (Boston College) def. Hatala, Joseph (Army) 7-5, 6-4
Voigt, Cameron (Army) def. McKean, Christian (Boston College) 7-5, 7-5
Aziz, Alexander (Boston College) def. Verano, Ron (Army) 6-3, 7-6 (8-6)

Army-SBU Singles

Riechmann, Grant (Army) def. Fanshel, Elliot (St. Bonaventure) 7-5, 6-4
Irizarry, Eduardo (St. Bonaventure) def. Jang-Milsten, Henry (Army) 6-1, 6-0
Ortiz, Javier (St. Bonaventure) def. Davies, Benjamin (Army) 6-4, 7-6, 7-5
Cacha, Roman (Army) def. Haskell, Trevor (St. Bonaventure) 6-1, 3-6, 10-7
Shutov, Daniel (Army) def. de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) 3-6, 6-2, 10-2
Proctor, David (Army) def. DeSanto, Timothy (St. Bonaventure) 6-0, 6-1
Cook, Joshua (Army) def. Mishkin, Jacob (St. Bonaventure) 6-2, 6-2
Llewellyn, Chad (Army) def. Hristov, Hristo (St. Bonaventure) 6-3, 6-3

Yale-SBU Singles

Lu, Tyler (Yale) def. Fanshel, Elliot (St. Bonaventure) 6-0, 6-2
Photiades, Photos (Yale) def. Irizarry, Eduardo (St. Bonaventure) 6-3, 6-1
Dawson, Kyle (Yale) def. Ortiz, Javier (St. Bonaventure) 7-5, 6-3
Krumholz, Zachary (Yale) def. Haskell, Trevor (St. Bonaventure) 6-0, 6-1
Faierman, Daniel (Yale) def. de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) 6-1, 6-2
Hagermoser, Alex (Yale) def. DeSanto, Timothy (St. Bonaventure) 6-2, 6-2
Brown, Jason (Yale) def. Mishkin, Jacob (St. Bonaventure) 6-1, 6-2

BC-Yale Singles

Lu, Tyler (Yale) def. Nelson, Philip (Boston College) 6-2, 6-4
Raude, Jonathan (Boston College) def. Photiades, Photos (Yale) 4-6, 6-4, 10-7
Krumholz, Zachary (Yale) def. McNulty, Aiden (Boston College) 6-4, 4-6, 10-8
Childree, Kyle (Boston College) def. Faierman, Daniel (Yale) 6-3, 6-2
Hagermoser, Alex (Yale) def. McGinnis, Michael (Boston College) 6-2, 6-3
Wagner, Matt (Boston College) def. Brown, Jason (Yale) 6-3, 4-6, 10-8
Workman, Hank (Boston College) def. Dawson, Kyle (Yale) 5-0, 99-0
Aziz, Alexander (Boston College) def. Ratchford, James (Yale) 6-2
Thirouin, Alexandre (Boston College) def. Chase, Patrick (Yale) 7-5

**SBU-BC Singles**

Fanshel, Elliot (St. Bonaventure) def. Nelson, Philip (Boston College) 2-6, 7-6 (7-3), 14-12
Raude, Jonathan (Boston College) def. Irizarry, Eduardo (St. Bonaventure) 6-4, 6-4
McNulty, Aiden (Boston College) def. Ortiz, Javier (St. Bonaventure) 6-1, 6-0
Childree, Kyle (Boston College) def. Haskell, Trevor (St. Bonaventure) 6-2, 6-2
de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) def. McGinnis, Michael (Boston College) 6-4, 3-6, 10-8

Wagner, Matt (Boston College) def. DeSanto, Timothy (St. Bonaventure) 6-1, 6-1
Thirouin, Alexandre (Boston College) def. Mishkin, Jacob (St. Bonaventure) 6-0, 6-3

**Army-Yale Singles**

Lu, Tyler (Yale) def. Lampman, Sam (Army) 7-6, 6-3
Photiades, Photos (Yale) def. Best, Caison (Army) 2-6, 7-6, 10-6
Dawson, Kyle (Yale) def. McCasin, Austin (Army) 6-1, 6-4
Krumholz, Zachary (Yale) def. Barnes, Kyle (Army) 6-1, 7-6
Faierman, Daniel (Yale) def. Davies, Benjamin (Army) 6-2, 6-2
Hagermoser, Alex (Yale) def. Proctor, David (Army) 6-4, 4-6, 10-4
Brown, Jason (Yale) def. Shutov, Daniel (Army) 4-6, 6-1, 10-5

**Doubles competition**

**Army-BC Doubles**

Nelson, Philip/McGinnis, Michael (Boston College) def. Verano, Rommel/Lampman, Sam (Army) 8-6
Barnes, Kyle/McCasin, Austin (Army) def. McNulty, Aiden/Wagner, Matt (Boston College) 8-4
Riechmann, Grant/Jang-Milsten, Henry (Army) def. Workman, Hank/Childree, Kyle (Boston College) 8-4
Raude, Jonathan/Thirouin, Alexandre (Boston College) def. Shutov, Daniel/Hatala, Joseph (Army) 8-4
Aziz, Alexander/McKean, Christian (Boston College) def. Proctor, David/Cook, Joshua (Army) 8-4

**Yale-SBU Doubles**

Irizarry, Eduardo/Ortiz, Javier (St. Bonaventure) def. Lu, Tyler/Photiades, Photos (Yale) 8-4
Dawson, Kyle/Chase, Patrick (Yale) def. Fanshel, Elliot/de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) 8-6
Hagermoser, Alex/Krumholz, Zachary (Yale) def. Haskell, Trevor/DeSanto, Timothy (St. Bonaventure) 8-5
Faierman, Daniel/Brown, Jason (Yale) def. Mishkin, Jacob/Hristov, Hristo (St. Bonaventure) 8-2

**SBU-BC Doubles**

McGinnis, Michael/Nelson, Philip (Boston College) def. Ortiz, Javier/Irizarry, Eduardo (St. Bonaventure) 8-5
Wagner, Matt/Childree, Kyle (Boston College) def. Fanshel, Elliot/de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) 8-6
Thirouin, Alexandre/McNulty, Aiden (Boston College) def. Haskell, Trevor/DeSanto, Timothy (St. Bonaventure) 8-3
Workman, Hank/Raude, Jonathan (Boston College) def. Mishkin, Jacob/Hristov, Hristo (St. Bonaventure) 8-2

**Yale-BC Doubles**
Lu, Tyler/Chase, Patrick (Yale) def. Nelson, Philip/McGinnis, Michael (Boston College) 8-5
Hagermoser, Alex/Brown, Jason (Yale) def. Raude, Jonathan/McNulty, Aiden (Boston College) 8-3
Childree, Kyle/Wagner, Matt (Boston College) def. Krumholz, Zachary/Faierman, Daniel (Yale) 9-8 (7-1)

**Army-SBU Doubles**
Irizarry, Eduardo/Ortiz, Javier (St. Bonaventure) def. Jang-Milsten, Henry/Verano, Rommel (Army) 8-2
Fanshel, Elliot/de Vera Rehberger, C (St. Bonaventure) def. Proctor, David/Shutov, Daniel (Army) 8-2
Proctor, David/Cacha, Roman (Army) def. DeSanto, Timothy/Haskell, Trevor (St. Bonaventure) 8-3
Jang-Milsten, Sam/Hatala, Joseph (Army) def. Hristov, Hristo/Mishkin, Jacob (St. Bonaventure) 8-2

**Army-Yale Doubles**
Chase, Patrick/Dawson, Kyle (Yale) def. Isoh, Asika/Verano, Rommel (Army) 8-4
Lu, Tyler/Faierman, Daniel (Yale) def. Barnes, Kyle/Mccasin, Austin (Army) 8-5
Lampman, Sam/Riechmann, Grant (Army) def. Photiades, Photos/Hagermoser, Alex (Yale) 8-6

**Tournament Notes**
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